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blueSmart
The New World of Access Organisation.

blueSmart by Winkhaus is the convenient solution for electronic access organisation: apart from the extended operating convenience, the locking system stands
out due to its high cost efficiency. At the same time blueSmart is innovative and
flexible.
Many details show the spirit of innovation the system is endowed with. Viral command dissemination of locking commands saves cost and time because in the
process information is relayed without the need for complex and time-consuming
cabling. This is done by means of an intelligent interacting of keys and cylinders in
combination with the central administration software. In next to no time all cylinders
integrated in the virtual network are updated and subsequently the information is
transferred to the used keys.
Another advantage offered by blueSmart is its great flexibility. The system is dynamically extendable, featuring many universal components that distinguish blueSmart
from other electronic locking systems. A complete summary of all optional products
can be found on the following pages.
We at Winkhaus are permanently working on additional complements and optimisations for blueSmart. Consequently and in addition to standard cylinders, blueSmart
readers and the new narrow-frame readers, we offer the possibility of integrating
lockers and cabinets into the system using special locks. Also our administration
software has been continuously developed since its introduction, standing out due to
a maximum of flexibility. And thanks to the new app all cylinders can be configured
very easily and from wherever you are. This proves to be particularly convenient for
cylinders located far from the central office.
So let the locking system of the latest generation convince you and discover
blueSmart with its components and countless possibilities.
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blueSmart
Always a suitable solution.

blueSmart double cylinder, electronically controlled on both sides
Cylinders which are electronically controlled on both sides can only
be locked and unlocked on the inside and outside using an authorised
blueSmart key. This function is often required for connecting doors or
main entrance doors, for instance. The double cylinder can be supplied
with an internal battery or, in the case of outside doors, with a cable to
connect to an external power supply.

blueSmart double cylinder, electronically controlled on one side
Cylinders which are electronically controlled on one side can only be
opened from the outside using an authorised blueSmart key. On the
inside, the door can be opened and closed using any blueSmart key,
including unauthorised ones. This cylinder is used, for instance, on doors
to offices, storerooms or server rooms. The double cylinder can be supplied with an internal battery or, in the case of outside doors, with a cable
to connect to an external power supply.

blueSmart double cylinder with increased battery service life
Cylinder type BS 21 is a cylinder which is electronically controlled on both
sides featuring a battery compartment fitted on the inner side. It can be
used both indoors and outdoors and even on garden gates. The larger
batteries ensure a longer service life with up to ten years on standby.
When used in outside doors, this cylinder type doesn’t require much time
and effort to install.
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blueSmart knob cylinder
The electronic knob cylinder can be supplied with a metal or plastic knob.
This means the door can always be closed from the inside without a
blueSmart key. The knob cylinder can be used both indoors or outdoors.
An external power supply is recommended for the metal knob version in
outdoor areas. Knob cylinders are typically used for apartment and office
doors as well as for hotel rooms.

blueSmart half cylinder
The electronic half cylinder is supplied with an internal battery. An external power supply is available as an option for outside areas. Due to
its 8-point adjustable cam, it can be very flexibly integrated into a wide
range of key switches. A further advantage of this knobless half cylinder
is its flush fitting into lift controls. Half cylinders are typically used in lift
controls, key switches and different key cabinets.

blueSmart Active Key
The blueSmart Active Key combines the advantages of active and passive
locking components. The active electronic key performs a multitude of
functions. For instance, it responds to passive cylinders which do not have
a power supply of their own. What is more, this key can also be used as
programming device or assume the tasks of a power adapter.
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blueSmart readers
blueSmart readers were developed in a way to enable them to be integrated in almost any customary switch design. So there is practically no
limit to creative freedom. Depending on the model, the readers are suitable for inside as well as outside areas. They can be used offline, online
or in a virtual network. It is possible to combine upload readers with a
Winkhaus Touch Terminal.

blueSmart narrow-frame readers
In case of narrow-frame doors it is usually not possible to fix conventional
readers to the door frame. For this application the blueSmart narrow-frame
reader was developed. Depending on the model, the reader can be used indoors and outdoors. Furthermore it can be used as an activation device on
an intrusion detection system. The second relay, which is available as stan
dard, offers further functions. Narrow-frame raders can be operated offline,
online or in a virtual network.

blueSmart cabinet and locker locks
Furniture locks are able to be integrated into blueSmart locking systems, too.
They are available in different variants, e. g. as deadbolt, push bolt or roller container locks. As usual, the locking rights can be firmly assigned via the
administration software. What is more, users can be granted a free choice of
cabinet, for instance in changing rooms. In combination with the upload reader
and the Touch Terminal, this function provides the user with the information
which cabinet was occupied by him.
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blueSmart door fittings
The ETB-IM electronic short handle fitting for internal doors allows quick installation on almost all common door-lock combinations for internal doors.
Minimalist design and timeless charm are its distinguishing features. Available with plastic and metal covers (stainless steel look), each of them in the
colours black and white and with various handle shapes, they fit seamlessly
into the blueSmart product world and your property. In addition Winkhaus
offers the intelligent door handle of the EZK series for solutions for tubular
frame and glass doors as well as external doors.

blueSmart remote authorisation and programming
With the blueSmart App for remote authorisation and programming
Winkhaus provides the possibility of programming and assigning access
authorisations from a distance. In combination with the blueSmart Active
Key it is possible to issue temporary locking rights for widely dispersed
outposts (wind energy plants, branches) via the smartphone. In this way
cylinders can be configured very conveniently while on the road. The
blueSmart App augments the virtual network at remote locations without
the need for an additional upload reader.

blueSmart administration software and programming device
Combining the BXP programming device and the administration software
from the blueControl family, Winkhaus offers specially designed software
solutions enabling easy and efficient administration of offline, online and
virtual-network locking systems. The BXP device including an intuitive
touch screen and WLAN connection provides the highest flexibility during programming of the locking system. The scaled software is optimally
adjustable to the users’ requirements. The open system architecture also
makes the software easy to integrate into existing IT structures and to
implement a wide range of interfaces.
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Certified quality
from Winkhaus

Tradition meets innovation
Winkhaus has offered uncompromising commitment to quality since 1854 and is very
successful as a result. We have constantly driven up quality standards for access organisation with countless innovations. From the concept to the production of our electronic and mechanical locking systems, we always focus on maximum benefit for our
customers.
Our products are continuously improved and updated to the latest technical standards
so that you and your customers always profit from innovative and long-lasting systems
‘engineered in Germany’.

Certified products
International testing institutions place high demands on locking systems. Winkhaus
locking cylinders and keys are tested according to DIN 18252, EN 1303, EN 15684,
VdS 2156, VdS 2386 and SKG NEN 5089.

High quality standards
Winkhaus assures high product quality with continuous internal monitoring. With
consistent quality management in accordance with ISO 9001, the high quality level of
our locking systems is assured for the long-term – from the core functions to the
surface finish. We also have our products and products monitored regularly by independent testing institutions.

Expertise and sound advice
Winkhaus offers you investment security with well-structured locking systems and excellent service competence in all areas – from technical planning by Winkhaus engineers to consultation and conceptual elaboration of locking hierarchies, marketing
support for specialist dealers and system introduction. Availability on short notice is a
matter of course for Winkhaus.

blueSmart
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